
Market @ the Beach Map Layout

- Gazebo's must not block other vendors, be larger than 3x3m & must be in good condition
- Any signs used by vendors MUST be printed & professional, not hand written
- Sunday Market set-up from 8am - MUST be ready 9:45am latest
- Friday evening market set-up from 3pm - MUST be ready by 5:15pm latest (if traffic is a issue from
your point of departure you may arrive earlier)
- No refunds for cancelations or no shows - no shows may not continue at the market
- Vendors must provide their own tables and chairs for all markets, and extra light needed for night
market in addition to lights provided
- Duplicates are allowed in the case of a vendor selling more than 3 different types of items
- POP's must be sent to carien@marketatthebeach.co.za before booking can be confirmed
- ALL stand payments must be electronic 3 days before market date - NO CASH PAYMENTS WILL BE
ACCEPTED AT MARKET
- Stands must be professional looking and pleasing to the eye... your sales will depend on it!
- Be sure to interact with visitors, invite them to see / taste your product - sitting on your chair with
your phone will not make you money.
- Regular vendors may 'reserve' their stand with a permanent sign on their preferred spot, non regular
vendors will be first come, first served in terms of spots...so don't come late!
- Be sure to leave your stand tidy after market - any items left there is at your own risk
- Vendors paying to use power must be careful not to overload power points with multiple plugs and
appliances, this will cause all the power points to trip continuously
- Vendors using lock up units must ensure that their unit is left UNLOCKED & EMPTY if not attending a
market, as it will be rented out to someone else on that day
- In event of the market being cancelled by organizer due to heavy weather conditions - you will
receive 1 'rain credit' to be used at the very next market only, and only 1 rain credit per month, the rest
will be forfeited.
- Vendors not signing up for any markets in a month will be removed from the vendors group
- Pick up / collection of goods, and viewing of market ONLY on Thursdays from 8am to 4pm


